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Set in the future, Major Lazer is a Jamaican superhero who fights against the dystopian forces that
have ruined society that are led by President Whitewall and General Rubbish. Major Lazer is assisted
in his fight by President Whitewall's daughter Penny and hacker Blkmrkt. I was blown away by the
first episode and the hits kept coming. This show makes me want to get up and dance among other
things (smoke the ganja). Each episode is super short but has just enough time to present a
problem, drop some sick beats, and save the day. I know it's a bit of an exaggerated Jamaica, but
the blend of past and future culture is done beautifully. And then there's the cast. Their voices really
bring the characters to life and when I looked them up I was presently surprised by Blkmrkt (it's Finn,
John Boyega). I couldn't imagine any other voice for President Whitewall (J.K. Simmons), I've been a
fan of his for a long time and could recognize his voice immediately. I hope that they make a bunch
of seasons and I think the characters have strong enough bases to back it up. Raspect! This show
forms part of Animation Domination,a late night series of cartoons that are often enough bizarre.This
is probably the most bizarre of them.The show is about a real life music producer from Jamaica
named Major Lazer.Apparently,he is in the future,where various villains rule the world.It's up to him
(and several supporting characters) to defeat them.Yeah...you could say Major Lazer in the show is a
over the top rendition of him,where he is a silent,confident badass with amazing combat skills.The
plots are very simple and over the top,with some attempts at character building and several action
sequences.It is hard to truly evaluate if the writing in the show is either "so bad it's good" or just
bad.You'll notice off the bat how the writing is very flawed in many aspects,but often enough,this
isn't really a big problems.It almost looks like it's trying to play tribute to cheesy 80's action
cartoons.Yeah...your appeal to the show depends on your tolerance to intentional badness and
cheesy writing.The animation and artstyle is great.I'm really into trippy and colorful imagery,so it
appeals to me.Even if you're not too into druggy imaginery,the actual animation looks pretty good,so
it deserves some credit.Considering Major Lazer is a music producer,music is given some
considerable attention through the show.I'm not an avid Major Lazer fanatic,but for the most part,the
music sounds nice.Once again,it might not appeal to everyone.The voice acting...is much like the
show's writing.

If you noticed,the whole show is based on your appeal and tolerance for the way it is.For me...it is a
decent cartoon.A 7 out of 10.Your opinion could be very different...and understandably so.
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